ERGOCANE

Ergonomic Walking Canes

Spec Sheet

ERGOCANE
Description

• Ergocane is an Ergonomic Fully Adjustable cane with an ergonomic grip handle equipped with
shock absorbers in the center of the palm of the hand.
•The grip handle of the Ergocane is equipped with a new anatomical technology that allows for
efficient grabbing of the handle of the cane, preventing slipping and allowing for a comfortable,
safe, and anatomic grip.
• Its anatomic design permits the user to put his/her whole weight on the cane, and provides
excellent support for the user. At the same time, the Ergocane was designed to reduce callus
formation and carpal tunnel compression associated with long-term use of canes.
• The Ergocane fully-adjusts to the user’s height with just a push of a button! It is the easiest
cane to adjust to the user’s height in the market.
• It does not posses any holes for height adjustment. It has a button that fully locks
and unlocks when the user presses it, which will adjust the cane to the exact height of the user.
• The Ergocane has a strap in the top of the cane in case that the user wants to carry the cane
like he/she would carry an umbrella when not in use.
• The Ergocane is equipped with the Ergocap Ultralite Universal Shock Absorber Tip. This
four-aileron cane tip is designed for extra balance and for support at any angle in which the
user places his/her cane. The Ergocap is anti-slippery and was designed to mimic the foot and
ankle joints, allowing the patient to walk with a perfect gait (Heel-Flat-Toe).

Weights:
ErgoCane Equiped With ERGOCAP ULTRALIGHT Tip

0,548 Kg

19,4 Oz

ErgoCane Equiped With ERGOCAP HIGH PERFORMACE Tip

0,656 Kg

23,2 Oz

Dimensions:
Ergocane Smallest Size

71 cm

27 in

Ergocane Stretched

107 cm

42 in

Materials:
Ergocane Body

Medical Aluminum

Grip Handle

Latex Free Rubber

Ergocane Tip

Centrifuged Non-Latex Rubber

ERGOCANE

Models:

Glossy Black
Checkered ( Black & Silver )
Wooden Finish/ Brown

CaneTips:
80 mm
73 mm

80 mm

73 mm
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